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When refugees from a war-ravaged Earth first settled Harmony, they built a master computer as a guardian
of the peace -- a machine designed to keep people from developing the technology that devastated their old
world. Their descendants, genetically altered to receive the computer's transmissions, worshiped the voice
within -- what they called the Oversoul. But after 40 million years, the Oversoul began breaking down. To be
repaired, its core had to interface with the even more powerful master computer still on Earth. So it chose a
group of men and women for a journey to that distant world, where they would establish a colony and,
hopefully, thrive. But although it tried to provide for every eventuality, the Oversoul was a machine -- not
always accurate with regard to the dangerous complexities of the human heart and mind...

^^^^^^^^^^^^

Nafai did not possess his borther Elemak's natural gift for leadership, but he also lacked his brother's capacity
for envy and suspicion. While Elemak resisted the Ovesoul, Nafai was its willing tool--one reason he was put
in charge of the expedition. For that, Elemak would never forgive him. Yet his hatred of Nafai went far
deeper--a poison that ate away at the colony. And then it spread among those with whom humans now shared
the Earth--two sapient races that had evolved from ordinary bats and rats. The colonists called them angels
and diggers.

^^^^^^^^^^^^

The angel pTo feared the Old Ones, but even more, he feared they would ally themselves with the hated
devils, who lived underground and preyed upon the angels' young. And so he dared approach the strangers
who'd come out of the sky, though they had no wings--and nearly paid for such boldness with his life. An
inauspicious beginning to a friendship that would endure for centuries.

^^^^^^^^^^^^

The digger Fusum was blood king of his people, and he despised the way they groveled before the
newcomers. The root Mother said they were gods; Fusum knew better. They were strong, but mortal. He saw
one die! So he would wait, forge alliances, and when the time was right, he would lead an army to destroy
them.
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From Reader Review Homecoming: Earth (Omnibus) for online
ebook

Carol Spears says

More so that the first omnibus of this series, these contained a lot of the characters discussing philosophy
which apparently I have little tolerance for.

Kaylee D says

This entire series is actually loosely based on the BOM. It's obviously not spiritual, but there's an interesting
tidbit. You might see some resemblances.

Kristin says

Not as good as the ender series, of course, but okay.

Krista says

Reading this book makes me wish I had read the first three books in the series, something I absolutely would
have done had I realized earlier I was starting off in the middle of a series.

Pete says

Finally finished; an OK book. Basically interesting story, interesting ideas, but too much overt ideology
discussion - too preachy, and a lot of the plot and characterization was, to me, inconsistent. The main
character in the later part of the story reminded me of St. Paul and his conversion on the road to Damascus -
probably deliberate. So, while St. Paul's conversion is acceptable, this character's was not, especially in light
of earlier characters who never "saw the light."

Jamie says

the first three in the series were so good, what happened? I could not have been less interested in these
characters at this point. I kept putting this down and had such hard time forcing myself to finish it.


